
Dennis Sollenberger

From: Torre Taylor +
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2009 3:14 PM
To: Dennis Sollenberger
Subject: schedule and such
Attachments: schedule for NJ agreement tt rev 2 19 2009.doc

Ok, you're still running around on budget!! Since your off tomorrow, I thought I'd move on ahead I thought I'd read through the
sections that we are supposed to review and marking for the staff assessment given you thought the SECY and FRN would be really
fast and straightforward since it's mostly template. I also started a list of everything that goes with the paper - we should be able to pull
Monica's as samples.

I do have a couple of things that we need to check on, follow-up on, or see if you already have the answer. We can discuss next
week.

I attached the draft schedule where I revised the "drop dead" date column to reflect 9/30/09 based on the processing schedule in the
procedure.

For now, I've been saving everything in my g:drive folder: G:/dmssa/saisb/torre/nj agreement info

Torre
torre.taylor@nrc.gov
301-415-7900
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Potential Processing Schedule for New Jersey

Event # Weeks* Initial Date*
schedule

Date** (drop dead)

Part 1-Review of the Request for an Agreement

Receipt of Draft Request 0 10/3/07
Team Concludes Completeness Review 3 10/24/07
Completeness comment letter mailed 3 01/16/08
Receipt of formal request 8 10/21/08
Team review of formal request finished 8**** 01/28/09
PM completes Commission Paper, including draft 2 02/10/09 3/3/09
staff assessment and FR notice

Part 2-FR publication & public comment period

NRC Offices concur on Commission Paper 3 03/03/09 3/18/09
EDO sends Paper to Commission 2 03/17/09 4/8/09
Commission approves publication 2 03/31/09 4/22/09
First publication in FR 1 04/07/09 4/29/09
Public comment period ends 4 05/05/09 5/27/09
PM analyzes comments; completes final 4 06/02/09 6/24/09
assessment and Commission paper

Part 3-Final processing and Commission approval

NRC Offices concur on final assessment and 3 06/23/09 7/22/09
paper
EDO signs paper 2 07/07/09 8/5/09
Commission SRM approving Agreement 4 08/04/09 9/2/09
Effective date of Agreement 4 09/01/09 9/30/09

* The number of weeks to accomplish each action is taken from SA-700 and each time

frame is considered generally as the minimum time to accomplish each of the actions.

** The date presented here is the actual date of past actions and projected earliest dates
based on an acceptable complete application submitted by the State of New Jersey no later
than October 10, 2008. If the application is submitted after that date, the application needs
significant revision, or estimated times are not met, the effective date of the Agreement
would be later than that presented here.

*** The drop dead date is a timeline based on the termination date of the waiver for States to
retain their authority over 1 le.(3) & (4) byproduct materials as defined in the Energy Policy
Act of 2005.

**** The tentative schedule is based on the current working schedule given the other

workload of the reviewers. The review will be completed by September 30, 2009. Every
effort will be made to complete the process earlier if possible.


